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Introduction

In [1], AuU and Thron introduce several separation axioms between
To and T1. In particular, they define a space X to be TD if for each x e X,
{x}' is a closed set.

On page 37 of their paper, Aull and Thron ask whether there is a separa-
tion axiom weaker than 7\ which when combined with normality implies
J 4 . In [2], Thron asks whether a product of TD spaces is again a TD space.
In the first section of this note, we answer both of these questions: the first
question admits a positive solution, while the second conjecture is never
true in the infinite case. In the second section of this paper, we investigate
a heirarchy of separation axioms weaker than TD.

The answer to the second question is contained in the following theorem.

THEOREM 1. / / {X{ : i el} is an infinite collection of TD spaces which
are not Tx, then n{X( :i el} is not a TD space.

PROOF. Since each Xt is not a 7\ space, there exists an a e n{Xt : i el}
such that for each i, the derived set of the i-th. projection of a, {^.(a)}' ^ 0.
Let Y = 77 {7̂  (a) = i el} and let {a}'* denote the derived set of a in the
relative topology. Since the property of being TD is inherited by subspaces,
it suffices to show that {«}'* is not closed in Y. We first show that {«} is
not open in Y. To do this, we observe first that if 0 is a basic open
neighborhood of y in Y, 0 = Y n /7{0,- : i e I}, where each 0,. is an open
neighborhood of att(t/) in Xt and 0t. = X{ for almost all i el. Since / is
infinite, there exists a non-empty subset I' CI such that 0i = Xt for all
iel'. Let 0 be such a basic neighborhood of a. Because our choice of a
implies that ^(oc)—^(a) # 0 for iel, we may select ft e Y such that
niiP) = 7tt(a) f°r * el—I' and TT,.(/3) ^ ^(a) for i el'. Clearly, j?eO; hence
{a} is not open.

1 Presented to the American Mathematical Society on March 6, 1967.
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Let p 6 Y— {a.} and let 0 be a basic open neighborhood of p. The observa-
tion that nt(p) e n^x) yields that jr,.(a) ent(0) for i el. Therefore p e {a}'*.
Hence {a}'* = Y— {a} and so {a}'* is not closed.

The following corollary shows that there is no possibility of introducing
a separation axiom between TD and 7\ that is inherited by arbitrary
products.

COROLLARY. Let X be a TD space. Then, an arbitrary product of X is a
TD space if and only if X is 7 \ .

We shall show subsequently that there is no separation axiom between
a much weaker axiom than TD and T1 that is inherited by arbitrary
products.

DEFINITION. X is a strong TD space if for each x eX, {x}' is either empty
or is a union of a finite family of non-empty closed sets, such that the
intersection of this family is empty.

For example, X = {a, b, c} with topology {0, {a}, {a, b], {a, c}, X} is a
strong TD space which is not 2 \ .

DEFINITION. X is a strong To space provided that for each xeX, {x}'
is either empty or a union of non-empty closed sets, such that the intersection
of this union is empty and at least one of the non-empty members is compact.

THEOREM 2. A normal space X which is either strong To or strong TD is Tt.

PROOF. It suffices to show that X is 7 \ . Suppose X is strong To

and normal, and consider x e X. We claim that {x}' = 0. For if not,
{x}' = U{C,.: i e I}, where each C,. is non-empty. Let Cx be a compact set
in this collection and let J = {J CI : n {Ci :i e J) r\Cx^ 0}. / is a
non-empty collection and is partially ordered by set inclusion; furthermore,
the compactness of Cx guarantees that J is inductive. Thus, Zorn's lemma
assures a maximal element I* of <?. Let F = n {C{ : i el*}; clearly, there
exists an i0 e / such that Cif> n F = 0. But normality implies Cio and F
can be separated by disjoint open sets, 0x and 02. Because Cio and F are
non-empty subsets of {x}', 0x and 02 meet {x}' and hence x. This is im-
possible since 0x n 02 = 0.

The proof for the strong TD case is similar and does not invoke any
form of the axiom of choice.

REMARK. In the definition of strong To space, we cannot omit the com-
pactness condition and still obtain the theorem. For example, let N be the
natural numbers and let the topology be

{0, N, {1}, {1, 2}, {1, 2, 3}, • • •, {1, 2, 3, • • •, n}, • • •}.

For each
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= u {{»+/, n+j+1, n+j+2, • • •} : / = 1, 2, • • •}
= u {Cn>j: / = 1, 2, • • •},

and we notice that n {CUtj : j = 1, 2, • • •} = 0. However, this space is
normal and not 7"4.

In this section we shall discuss separation axioms weaker than TD and
characterize spaces enjoying one of these separation properties.

DEFINITION. Let m be an infinite cardinal. X is a T(m) space provided
that for each x eX, {x} = F n (n {0( : * el}), where F is closed, each 0,
is open, and card (/) = m.

THEOREM 3. The following statements are equivalent.

i. X is a T«m> space.
ii. For each x e X, {x}' is an nt-fold union of closed sets.

iii. For each A Q X, such that card {A) :S m, A' is an tn-fold union of
closed set.

PROOF, i -> ii. {a;}' = Jx}—{x} = Jx}— (F n (n {0,.: i el})). Upon
noting that {x} C F and applying the De Morgan laws, we obtain
{x}' = u{X-0i:ieI}.

ii —>- iii. Let A = {xf : e / } , where card (/) Sa tn. Let C denote the set
of co-limit points of A; clearly, C is closed. Thus,

A' = Cv(u{{xty:zteA}),

for A' certainly contains the right hand side and if x e A'—C, then x e {x(}'
for some a;, eA.

iii -> i. Obviously, iii • ->• ii •. And, if {a;}' = u {Ft : iel},

x = Jx}-{x}' = P } - u {Fi: i el} = p } n { X - F f : * e /} .

COROLLARY. £"«CA r(m) s/>ace is a r o space, and each To space is a T(m)

space for some m.

THEOREM 4. An m product of Tlm) spaces is again a Tlm) space.

PROOF. Let Y = II{Xt :iel} be an m-product of r(m» spaces. Then,
for each x e Y, x = n {^(n^x)) :iel} — r\ {n^1[Gm>i n Ft] : i e I}, where
each F{ is closed in X{ and each Gmi is an intersection of m open sets in X(.
Thus, x = n { ^ [ ^ J : i e / } n {^[-F,] : * e /} , and the continuity of
each ni yields the desired conclusion.
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THEOREM 5. An n product of T{m) spaces (none of which is 7\) is again
a Tim) space if and only if n ^.m.

PROOF. The sufficiency follows from the preceeding corollary, while
the necessity follows from arguments analogous to those used in the proof
of Theorem 1.

REMARK. We see thus that there is no Tim) space which inherits this
property under arbitrary products with itself. This observation may be
employed to construct, for any cardinal m, a T{m) space which is not a
T{k) space for any k ^ m; we need only take an m fold product of TD

spaces, none of which is Tx.
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